**Soft Foam**

**QUESTION WORD CUBES**

- 2 cubes • activity guide
Question Word Cubes can be used to ask and answer questions based on a short story or paragraph. The hands-on activities will give students the opportunity to have fun with reading!

This set includes two red cubes with different question words printed on each side. Both cubes are the same.

Who  When
What  Why
Where  How

Suggested Activities

What’s the Answer?
Use the Question Word Cubes after reading a story or paragraph. Have a student roll a cube and ask them a question that starts with that question word. Keep going until everyone has had a turn and all question words have been used.

Question Switch-Up
After reading a story or paragraph, have a student roll a cube and think of a question to ask the rest of the group about the story. The question should incorporate the question word rolled. The student who answers the question correctly rolls the cube next. Continue this play until everyone has answered a question.

Pre-Reading Questions
Working with a partner, roll the cubes before reading a story. Using the question words you rolled, create questions that you and your partner can answer while reading the story. Try answering the questions before you read based on the illustrations in the book. Answer all the questions at the end of the story and see if you were correct.